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As shown in FIGS. Pivoting slots 11 are arranged evenly at the circumference of the connecting seat 1. In this
embodiment, explanation is made by taking four pivoting slots 11 as an example. The pivoting slots 11 are
used for connecting a tent top pole 5. A middle portion of the connecting seat 1 extends downwards to form an
accommodating seat 12 for accommodating the elastic telescopic part 3. Thus, the opening of the
accommodating seat 12 lies at the top end of the connecting seat 1. The upper portion of the sliding seat 2
forms a sinking seat 21 which has an outer diameter larger than that of the accommodating seat Pivoting slots
22 are also provided at the lower circumference of the sliding seat 2. These pivoting slots 22 are used for
connecting in a pivoted mode, the one end of a connector 6 which supports the tent top pole 5. The other end
of the connector 6 is connected with the tent top pole 5 in a pivoted mode. The elastic telescopic part 3 may be
a spring or cylinder, and is limited within the accommodating seat 12 of the connecting seat 1 by a bolt rod 7
with head 71 in combination with a bolt nut 4. The lower end of the bolt rod 7 pushes upwards against the bolt
nut 4 by an elastic force, so as to drive the bolt rod 7 to stick to the sliding seat 2. A fixing part 23 is formed at
the lower end of the sliding seat 2 for connecting the tent cloth. As shown in the drawings, in an assembled
state, the elastic telescopic part 3 is accommodated in the accommodating seat 12 of the connecting seat 1,
while the sliding seat 2 sleeves the accommodating seat 12 from below the accommodating seat At this time,
the bolt rod 7 sequentially penetrates through the sliding seat 2, the lower end of the accommodating seat 12
and the elastic telescopic part 3 from below the sliding seat 2, and then is connected with the bolt nut 4 in a
locked mode. The outer diameter of the bolt nut 4 is smaller than the inner diameter of the accommodating
seat 12 and larger than the outer diameter of the elastic telescopic part 3. In this case, the elastic telescopic part
3 is limited within the accommodating seat 12 by the bolt nut 4. Then, each tent top pole 5 is connected with
the connecting seat 1 and the connector 6 in a pivoted mode. The connector 6 is further connected with the
sliding seat 2 in a pivoted mode, thus forming a mechanism for folding and unfolding the top of a tent. In
other words, the distance between the sliding seat 2 and the connecting seat 1 is of the minimum value. In
practice, as shown in FIGS. The bolt rod 7 is drawn by the sliding seat 2, and the bolt rod 7 together with the
bolt nut 4 is moved downward with respect to the connecting seat 1. The elastic telescopic part 3 is pressed by
the bolt nut 4 and is compressed in an energy accumulation state. Due to the restoring force of the elastic
telescopic part 3, the bolt nut 4 pulls the bolt rod 7 to move upwards, and drives the sliding seat 2 to move
upwards with respect to the connecting seat 1. Due to the pivoted connections between the connector 6 and the
sliding seat 2 and tent top pole 5, when the sliding seat 2 moves upwards, the sliding seat 2 will push the tent
top pole 5 outward to realize the function of unfolding the tent, as shown in FIGS. In summary, in the utility
model, the accommodating seat 12 is arranged over the connecting seat 1 for accommodating the elastic
telescopic part 3, and the bolt rod 7 and bolt nut 4 are used for the purpose of compressing the elastic
telescopic part 3 and moving the sliding seat 2 up and down. By means of the connector 6, the sliding seat 2
can further fold and unfold the tent top pole 5, thus realizing the function of assisting to unfold the tent. In this
way, the utility model is more concise and simple in structure, and good in appearance integrality. Besides,
since it is not necessary to form a hold or notch in the sidewall of the accommodating seat 12 which
accommodates the elastic telescopic part 3, the strength and service life of the product can be effectively
ensured. Claims 16 What is claimed is: A mechanism supporting a folded state and an unfolded state for
folding and unfolding a tent or awning, wherein the tent or awning includes poles, the mechanism comprising:
The mechanism of , wherein the elastic telescopic part comprises a spring. The mechanism of , the sliding seat
further comprising a fixing part for connecting a tent cloth. The mechanism of claim 1 , wherein the rod has a
rod end with an outer diameter smaller than an inner diameter of the accommodating seat and larger than an
outer diameter of the elastic telescopic part. The mechanism of , wherein the accommodating sink is removed
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from the sinking seat in the folded state. The mechanism of , wherein the sinking seat is cylindrical. The
mechanism of , wherein the sinking seat sleeves the accommodating seat. The mechanism of claim 1 , wherein
the elastic telescopic part drives the sliding seat toward the connecting seat to lock the mechanism in the
folded state and the unfolded state. The mechanism of claim 9 , wherein the rod has a rod end with an outer
diameter smaller than an inner diameter of the accommodating seat and larger than an outer diameter of the
elastic telescopic part. The mechanism of claim 9 , wherein the elastic telescopic part drives the sliding seat
toward the connecting seat to lock the mechanism in the folded state and the unfolded state.
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The other end of the connecting part is connected onto the tent top rod in a pivoted mode. The middle portion
of the connecting seat extends downwards to form an accommodating seat which accommodates the elastic
telescopic part. The upper portion of the sliding seat forms a sinking seat which has an outer diameter larger
than that of the accommodating seat. Description FIELD The utility model relates to components for travelling
and camping equipment, and particularly to a mechanism for folding and unfolding the top of a tent or awning.
However, as for a relatively large tent or awning, it is required for several persons to unfold the tent or awning
successfully due to its bulky and heavy nature. Accordingly, various supporting structures have been designed
to facilitate unfolding the tent or awning. Therefore, a supporting device for supporting the top of a tent or
awning was proposed which is easy to unfold, as shown in FIGS. The supporting device comprises: As shown
in FIG. However, such a supporting device for supporting the top of a tent suffers from some drawbacks. It is
required that the fixing plate for limiting the elastic telescopic part should penetrate horizontally the sliding
seat. Thus, a notch should be arranged in the sliding seat. This not only impairs the strength of the sliding seat,
but also influences the integrity and aesthetics of appearance. Besides, at least two connecting nails are
necessary to connect the fixing plate, and are arranged outside the sliding seat. This results in the drawbacks
that there are many and diverse components and that the organization is discrete. To realize the above object,
the utility model provides the following solutions: Said elastic telescopic part is a spring or cylinder. Said bolt
nut has an outer diameter smaller than the inner diameter of the accommodating seat and larger than the outer
diameter of the elastic telescopic part. By adopting the above solutions, according to the utility model, the
containing seat is arranged on the connecting seat, so that the elastic telescopic part is accommodated in the
accommodating seat. By means of the bolt rod and the bolt nut, it is possible to compress the elastic telescopic
part and to drive the up and down movement of the sliding seat. The sliding seat drives the tent top rod to fold
and unfold by means of a connecting rod to realize the function of assisting to unfold a tent. Therefore, the
mechanism for folding and unfolding the top of a tent of the utility model is concise and simple in structure,
and good in appearance integrality. In addition, since it is not necessary to form a hole or slot in the sidewall
of the accommodating seat which accommodates the elastic telescopic part, the strength and service life of the
product can be effectively ensured.
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But when I investigated further, I learned that these tents have some serious drawbacks - especially for family
camping. How does a self erecting tent work? Most of these tents have spring loaded tent poles that are sewn
right into the body of the tent. When you remove the tent from the strap that holds it closed and toss it into the
air - poof! It pops open and is ready to use. Disadvantages of self erecting tents Although the basic concept is
cool, pop up tents have a number of drawbacks. They are bulky and hard to pack. Unlike a conventional tent
which can be folded, rolled, or stuffed into a stuff sack once the poles are removed, this type of tent makes a
large flat bulky package. It must be stowed carefully so that the poles are not damaged. This can make packing
the vehicle more complicated than it needs to be. They are difficult or impossible to repair. Unlike a
conventional tent which has very simple parts, these tents have specialized pieces. The fiberglass poles on the
cheaper pop up tents can easily break. If you break a regular tent pole, you can easily fix it with a tent pole
repair kit like this one. And good luck finding replacement parts even once you return home. Even if you can
find a replacement pole, replacing a broken pole is difficult or impossible since the poles are sewn right into
the body of the tent. Do you really want to unpick the seams in order to remove a pole? They are tricky to take
down. Yes, the tent is easy to set up - but just wait until it is time to take it down and put it away! If you get a
pop up tent, look on YouTube for a how-to video. Watch the video, and practise putting up and taking down
the tent at home before you venture out in public. They are not as weatherproof or durable as conventional
tents. This is the most important factor. A moderately priced self erecting tent will not keep you nearly as
warm and dry as a moderately priced regular tent. Except for the very top of the line and very expensive
models, self erecting tents are flimsy, not well waterproofed, and not designed to resist winds. It will keep the
bugs out, if nothing else. But as soon as you encounter bad weather - and you will, eventually! At the beach
Many people like to take a pop-up tent to the beach - especially if they have babies and small children. The
tent can be set up quickly, and is a great place to change a diaper, nurse a baby, or put a toddler down for a
nap. A pop-up tent is a great alternative to a beach umbrella, too. In the backyard If your kids want to have a
sleepover in the yard, a pop up tent could be a good choice. After all, they can always come inside if it gets
rainy or windy! Indoors When my kids were small, they loved to play "camping" in a small tent set up in the
living room. For bug protection This handy bug shelter can sit on top of a cot or bunk. Traveling to areas
where insect-borne diseases are a worry? Using this is easier than dealing with mosquito netting. You could
also use this tent as a changing room at the beach or at your campsite. For specialized jobs Some forest
firefighters and army personnel use durable and expensive pop-up tents. They appreciate not having to set up a
tent at the end of an exhausting day. What about an "instant" tent? An instant tent is another option if you are
looking for quick and easy set-up. This type of tent has pre-attached poles. All you need to do is unfold the
tent and extend the legs. The bottom line You might enjoy a self erecting tent for indoor, backyard or beach
use. Features like clip systems let you put up your tent in a flash. If you do choose a pop-up tent, know its
limitations. Practice setting it up and taking it down before you leave home. Here are some other types of tents
to consider.
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Catalog No. This book is for parents of children with behavioral, attentional, developmental and learning needs. Because
these children do not follow a typical developmental path, it is unrealistic to think they can grow to become the best that
they can be without careful attention to their unique needs and gifts.

First up on the list? You really do get what you pay for. And, there is no worse way to end a family camping
trip than you improperly preparing. With that being said, we strongly suggest that you consider spending a bit
of coin on a quality camping tent. Check out the 10 best tents for your next camping trip below â€” in no
particular order. With the ability to to create 2 separate rooms or 1 large living space , the Kingdom Tent
features a minimum trail weight of 19 pounds 14 ounces 8-person with the dimensions measuring in at 12 ft.
The canopy is constructed from nylon taffetta, while the rainfly is made from a coated polyester taffeta to
ensure you keep dry during a rainy night. The freestanding tent also features 2 doors for added convenience
during those middle of the night bathroom breaks. Having been tested in some of the highest altitude locations
of the world under harsh weather conditions 1, inches of rain in 24 hours , the Trango is one tough shelter. The
freestanding, double-wall tent features 2 doors, 2 vestibules, and a minimum trail weight of 8 pounds 14
ounces 2 -person. The manufacturer guarantees the nylon ripstop constructed tent for life, so you better believe
that this thing was built to the highest quality standards. The secret lies in the single frame pre-built system.
The tent includes a front and back door, hanging divider for partitioning the space into 2 rooms, and 7
windows for ventilation â€” and taking in the views of course. The center of the tent measures in at 6 feet tall
6-person and spans 10 feet by 9 feet wide, enough room for two queen air mattresses. This is also our pick for
the best bang for your buck family camping tent on the list. Not only do you save some cash, you also shed
some weight as well. The Limelight tent has a minimum trail weight of just 5 pounds 15 ounces 3-person , is
crafted from ripstop polyester, includes 2 doors, and has a peak height of 46 inches. The tent features 93 x 66
inches of floor space, and while it is just a 3-season tent, the UV-resistant, seam-sealed polyester rain fly will
help you out in those light rain situations. This high quality material provides watertight protection while still
being breathable, but as a result, it is much heavier than the other tents. The pack weight for this tent is 68
pounds 6-person , which includes the stakes that weigh in at 6. Measuring in at 10 feet by 10 feet, with a
ceiling height of 6 feet 6 inches, this is one of the roomiest options on the market. It truly is a home away from
home â€” as far as tents are concerned at least. This mansion style tent offers up square feet of living space
8-person with mesh wall panels for improved ventilation. The tent is constructed from polyester, and includes
an organizer wall, gear loft loops, and noiseless zipper pulls on the list of conveniences. The freestanding tent
features 2 doors, has a minimum weight of 26 pounds 5 ounces, a floor area of square feet, and a peak height
of 6 feet 4 inches. The minimum trail weight is 7 pounds 10 ounces 2-person , while the living space measures
in at 38 square feet. The Thor is made from nylon ripstop, and features a seam taped full coverage fly
complete with vents, jingle-free nylon zipper pulls, optional footprint, welded velcro attachments, internal guy
system, and a whole lot more. The interior height measures in at 43 inches tall. This tent is also equipped with
a lifetime warranty. It features a degree view mesh canopy, double doors, and 2 integrated vestibules. The
Mesa has a minimum weight of 4 pounds 9 ounces, and includes The Hubba Hubba is extremely lightweight,
weighing in at only 3 pounds 7 ounces, while still providing 2 large StayDry doors along with 2 vestibules,
built in rain gutters along the zippers to keep water out, and kickstand vents on the rain fly for even more
improved ventilation. There are a couple of pockets in the tent for storage, and the color coded system makes
setup easy as can be. The tent has a peak height of 39 inches, and 29 square feet of floor space.
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As the name suggests, this tent can accommodate as many as 6 adults inside it. The Coleman 6 person instant
tent comes with pre-attached poles, which makes the process of setting up the tent a very simple one indeed. It
is all about unfolding the tent, extend it and clicking some buttons and you have the entire tent setup within 60
seconds! As far as space is concerned, this tent is spacious enough to accommodate 2 queen sized air bags.
This tent is made of Polygaurd 2X fabric which makes it strong and durable and offers you complete
protection from the natural hazards like heavy rain, storm and etc. Coleman Instant 6 Person Tent Review The
Coleman instant 6 person tent has already become popular due to some of its special features. What makes it
special? Well, here is a synopsis for you It is Easy and Convenient: It is easy to carry and equally easy to set
up. The entire process can be handled by a single individual. The fact that it comes with pre-attached poles,
make thing even more convenient for you. There is no need to go through the pain of attaching the poles,
which come separately with other tents It is Spacious: It offers you enough space to easily fit 6 individuals
inside it. If you have gone out for trekking in a group of 6 or less than that, then you can enjoy the nights
together. If you are wondering about the breathing space, then there is nothing to worry about. You will have
enough space to breathe freely even after accommodating half a dozen heads inside into it. There are tents
available in the market which offers you shelter, but are not really quite reliable when it comes to protection.
The Coleman 6-Person Instant Tent is made of a special kind of fabric which is flexible, yet strong and
durable. This tent is not just about shelter, it will offer you protection which you need when you find yourself
in the middle of nowhere! All these factors put together has made the Coleman 6-Person Instant Tent as one of
the best tents available in the market. You can have a look at them over the internet; besides, they are also
available in the online stores. Read Customer Reviews at Amazon. The Coleman 6-Person Instant Tent is ideal
for all kinds of outing. If you are planning to go for a camping or something more intensive like trekking, then
this tent would be the perfect companion for you. No matter where you find yourself at the end of the day;
irrespective of the weather conditions and the terrain, the Coleman 6-Person Instant Tent is something you can
rely on. Those who have already used it are more than satisfied with what they have experienced. User
Experience After analyzing the user review and feedback, it can be said that this product lives up to most of
the promises. Some of them have stated that they are more than satisfied with the product. What are the
benefits it has to Offer? Apart from the technical specifications, in terms of the material used and other
features, there are 3 major benefits which can be associated with this product.
6: Self Erecting Tents: Ideal For Specific Situations
Get this from a library! Unfolding the tent: advocating for your one-of-a-kind child. [Anne Addison] -- Provides guidance
for parents of children with special needs, focusing on the strategy of life mapping and discussing how it can help a child
reach his or her highest potential, and also covering.

7: USB2 - Mechanism for folding and unfolding a tent or awning - Google Patents
Unfolding the tent How you unfold the tent will depend on where you want it to face. East is always where the morning
sun is so if you want that, make the opening of your tent face that way.

8: The Tepui Baja Series Ayer Mesh Car Rooftop Tent
Hallmark Movies Love's Unfolding Dream - Hallmark Part 1 Frozen Videos Disney Elsa Surprise Box GIANT Kinder
Surprise Egg TENT Sofia The First MLP Fashems.
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